[Sensitivity and specificity of thyreostimuline (TSH) determination on filter paper for the diagnosis of hypothyroidism in the elderly].
The aim of this study was to measure the prevalence of hypothyroidism in 239 elderly patients and to determine the validity of TSH assay on blood dried on filter paper (spot-test) for the diagnosis of hypothyroidism. The sensitivity and specificity of the spot-test were evaluated in a subgroup of 177 subjects. The prevalence of hypothyroidism was 14.2% (34/239). The spot-test did not give satisfactory results for the diagnosis of hypothyroidism in elderly subjects. Due to the lack of specificity, most of the positive results were false positives and the clinician had to rely on laboratory determination of plasma TSH level to confirm hypothyroidism in half of the patients. We do not recommend the spot-test for the diagnosis of hypothyroidism in the elderly. Laboratory assay of plasma TSH is required for confirming hypothyroidism in the elderly.